
Average annual total returns (%) for period ending March 31, 2023 

Inception 3-mon. 1-year 3-year 5-year 10-year

Columbia Select Large Cap Growth SMA Composite 
(pure gross)

12/31/2011 13.58 -8.72 14.60 9.71 12.29 

Columbia Select Large Cap Growth SMA Composite 
(net)

12.76 -11.46 11.24 6.48 9.00 

Russell 1000 Growth Index 14.37 -10.90 18.58 13.66 14.59 

Source: Columbia Management Capital Advisers. 
Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Composite returns reflect the reinvestment of income and capital gains, and periods 
over one year are annualized. Pure gross of fees performance does not include trading costs, management fees, or other expenses that would be 
incurred by a participant portfolio, but does reflect the expenses of any underlying fund and ETF investments. Net of fees performance reflects 
deduction of the maximum annual wrap fee of 3%. Investors should contact their financial advisor or program sponsor for fees applicable to their 
account. Please see the GIPS report for more information. 
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Columbia Select Large Cap Growth SMA Strategy
Performance
The Columbia Select Large Cap Growth SMA Composite returned 13.58% pure gross of fees and 12.76% net of fees for the quarter 
ending March 31, 2023. The Russell 1000 Growth Index returned 14.37% for the same period.

Market overview
Despite expectations for a softer earnings season, U.S. equities were propelled forward in January by economic data that investors 
thought might indicate an end to the U.S. Federal Reserve’s tightening cycle. With slowing momentum in the labor market and inflation, 
hopes for a soft landing from the Fed were magnified by better-than-expected fourth-quarter gross domestic product and China’s long-
awaited reopening. Risk appetite supported U.S. equities, with many longer duration growth segments outperforming traditionally 
defensive areas. 

In February, stocks pared early quarter gains, as surprisingly resilient data reset rate expectations. At the February Federal Open 
Market Committee (FOMC) meeting, the Fed raised the federal funds rate by 0.25% following six consecutive larger increases. 
Investors’ early-quarter optimism stalled following the jobs report, exacerbated by emerging earnings pressures in fourth-quarter 
reporting and mixed inflation data. As hopes for a near-term pause from the Fed faded, nearly all sectors declined in February. 
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While it’s too early to 
declare that all is clear, 
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second half of 2022 
and at the start to 2023, 
as investors have been 
able to differentiate 
business models. 



In March, a fragile banking sector left investors uneasy as regulators shut down tech-focused Silicon Valley Bank and crypto-focused 
Signature Bank following runs on their deposits. In the days following, several banks, including First Republic and Credit Suisse, were 
rescued by competitors. At the March FOMC meeting, the Fed raised the federal funds rate by 0.25% to a range of 4.75%–5.00%, but
also suggested that future rate increases this year may be limited. With the Fed taking a less hawkish tone and global banking jitters 
easing, U.S. equities climbed to close out the quarter. 

The Russell 1000 Index returned 7.46% in the first quarter. Growth outperformed value, as the Russell 1000 Growth Index returned
14.37% and the Russell 1000 Value Index returned 1.01%. Seven of the eleven Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS) sectors 
within the Russell 1000 Index posted positive returns for the quarter, led by information technology (IT), communication services and 
consumer discretionary. All other sectors underperformed the Russell 1000 Index. Energy and health care were the worst performing 
sectors in the Russell 1000 Index for the quarter.

Quarterly portfolio recap
In this environment, the Columbia Select Large Cap Growth SMA strategy got off to a strong start to the year, generating a strong 
absolute return and performing generally in line with the Russell 1000 Growth Index return of 14.37%. During the quarter, the strategy 
performed well in the financials and IT sectors on a relative basis. The portfolio lagged in the communication services and health care 
sectors. Not having exposure to the underperforming energy, real estate and materials sectors also proved beneficial, but was
somewhat offset by our overweight to industrials. 

The start of the year has been a stressful period across the financials sector, as investors had to assess the fallout from failing banks 
and its impact to the broader financial system. Fortunately, we do not own any traditional banking positions and our holding in index 
provider MSCI proved beneficial, as the stock rallied even in a challenging environment.  Late in January, MSCI delivered a solid 
quarter, beating earnings estimates as its business across index and ESG tools remains resilient, and management continued to focus 
on disciplined expense management. 

In the IT sector, our holding in NVIDIA was a notable contributor, as its shares nearly doubled in the first quarter. NVIDIA delivered a 
better-than-expected quarter, beating expectations and raising guidance. Investors gravitated to management’s commentary regarding 
the impact of artificial intelligence (AI) based natural language models that will help improve demand in the near term and increase the 
firm’s total addressable market over the long term. NVIDIA has been widely viewed as a key beneficiary of the recent innovations
across AI and remains a top holding, but we trimmed our position after the stock’s recent outperformance. 

In a reversal from last year, many high-growth software firms found positive footing and began to rebound materially. Our holdings in 
Palo Alto Networks, CrowdStrike and ServiceNow were all relative outperformers, delivering strong returns. 
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Palo Alto Networks delivered a very strong quarter and beat revenue, billings and earnings expectations led by strong growth in its next-
generation security portfolio of products. CrowdStrike also announced a solid quarter, beating expectations as demand for end-point 
security has proven to be resilient, even in a more difficult macro environment. Also in software, ServiceNow rallied after posting a solid 
quarter with sustained growth, a 22% revenue increase and increased guidance. The firm continues to execute well, navigating macro 
headwinds impacting the IT spending environment. 

During the quarter, we exited out of our position in PayPal and established new holdings in semiconductor firm AMD and software 
leader Microsoft. We decided to sell PayPal on concerns that the persisting pandemic hangover as well as a worsening macroeconomic 
environment could particularly impact discretionary spending. We believe that while PayPal’s core payments functionality remains well 
positioned for the continue longer term shift to online commerce, increased competitive functionality has likely capped the market share 
opportunity at this time.

AMD is a global semiconductor company primarily offering x86 microprocessors or CPUs, as either discrete units or incorporated into 
accelerated processing units, chipsets, discrete and integrated graphics processing units (GPUs), data center and professional GPUs, 
server and embedded processors, semi-custom system-on-chip (soCs) products, development services and technology for game 
consoles. Our investment thesis for AMD centers on our view that AMD will continue to gain share in its data center segment, mostly in 
server CPUs, as Intel’s continued struggles may result in further market share gains for AMD. AMD has developed clear performance 
advantages versus Intel with its upcoming Genoa product launch, thanks in part to AMD’s foundry partnership with Taiwan 
Semiconductor. The data center business is most important, in our opinion, as AMD’s server CPUs carry much higher average sales 
prices and gross margins than the company average. In addition, we believe the client (PC/notebook) market also presents market 
share gain opportunities for AMD, albeit in a much slower growth, more mature end market. 

We initiated a position in Microsoft following AI-enhanced product announcements for its Bing search engine and Edge web browser
and its latest investment in OpenAI — which we expected could lead to many other AI-enhanced product announcements across the 
company’s wide array of enterprise and consumer applications. Not long after our initial purchase, the firm announced Microsoft 365 
Co-Pilot, a generative AI tool, combining large language models (LLMs) and data in Microsoft Office 365 that can be used across 365 
apps like Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Teams and Outlook. Through this combination, Microsoft 365 users will be able to use voice or text-
based requests to generate AI output such as “prepare me for my upcoming meeting” or “create a slide presentation.” These capabilities 
should only deepen Microsoft’s moat in critical enterprise software applications. 
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Soon after the Office 365 announcement, the firm announced Microsoft Security Co-Pilot for uses in cloud protection, threat intelligence, 
governance and incident response. In addition to the user-facing feature enhancements, the firm’s Azure cloud is the exclusive cloud 
provider for OpenAI. Azure runs the compute, storage, database and networking for their AI models and should drive meaningful 
revenues for Microsoft over time. We believe there will be more announcements in the future, and we view these productivity enhancers 
as significant steps forward in real-world, AI-enhanced capabilities that will solidify Microsoft as a leader in AI applications for 
enterprises and consumers.

In terms of detractors, the portfolio lost ground on a relative basis in the communication services and health care sectors during the 
quarter. In the communication services sector, the majority of the relative shortfall was attributable to our position in online dating leader 
Match Group. Match shares pulled back after announcing a largely in-line quarter, but near-term guidance that came in shy of 
expectations. Additionally, some investors were concerned that the firm’s larger than expected decline in Tinder users during the quarter 
could prove to be a headwind in the second half of the year.  

After strong returns in 2022, our holdings in robotic surgical device leader Intuitive Surgical, pharmaceutical firm Eli Lily and 
biotechnology firm BioMarin all pulled back and lagged during the quarter. Intuitive Surgical reported an in-line quarter, after pre-
announcing earlier in January, but shares sold off after management noted that they do not plan to launch a new system in 2023. No 
new release does push back a substantial catalyst for the year but, as long-term investors, we believe it is best to remain patient as the 
delay does not change the firm’s trajectory and provides additional clarity for 2024. 

Eli Lily posted a solid quarter, but came in shy of heightened market expectations for sales of its class-leading diabetes drug Mounjaro, 
as the firm is working through early-stage distribution hurdles. The company’s unique long-term growth story remains intact.  Late in the 
February, BioMarin reported an in-line quarter, but noted that its European launch of its hemophilia therapy Roctavian was going slower 
than hoped, due to longer than anticipated payer negotiations in Germany.  

In March, we also decided to exit our holding in pet supply ecommerce leader Chewy, as we continue to look to increase the portfolio’s 
near-term profitability, and we believe that the firm’s path for scaled profitability will probably be farther out in the future. Additionally, the 
sale helped to provide capital for our newly initiated position in Microsoft. 

Outlook

We continue to believe that the global economy will remain challenged, at least in the near term. Higher interest rates and commodity 
costs will work their way through the system, which will probably weigh on corporate capital expenditure budgets and overall consumer 
confidence. There will be plenty of talk regarding increasing recession probabilities as the global economy continues its synchronized 
slowdown. That said, we believe that all economies will not fare equally next year. Overall, we remain cautiously optimistic that the U.S. 
may hold up better than many are forecasting, especially in comparison to how bearish sentiment currently stands. 
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In the past, when investors can’t find any positives, the resiliency of the U.S. economy tends to get overlooked. Even now, while there 
are certainly headwinds to corporate profitability, we need to remind ourselves that employment levels remain high, corporate and 
consumer debt levels appear to be manageable and, in a consumer-led economy, these are significant positives. Bear markets do 
eventually come to an end and, when looking back, many investors fail to recognize that it seems about once every decade that the 
market dislocates based on short-term fear and that those periods create the potential for better long-term gains down the road.

The Fed will remain a critical swing factor this year, but we believe it is highly improbable that the speed and magnitude of the rate 
changes the market faced in 2022 will be replicated. Rates will probably continue to move higher in order to tame inflation and cool 
demand. But, from an investing standpoint, moving the federal funds rate from 0 to 4.5% in a year has had a very different impact to 
stock multiples versus potentially a slower transition into the 5% plus range. 

As we have noted in the past, many times when interest rates move higher, the market’s kneejerk reaction usually weighs on multiples 
for longer duration assets such as high-growth stocks. This multiple compression was highly evident in the tail end of 2021 and to begin 
2022. While it’s too early to declare that all is clear, we saw our portfolio perform better on a relative basis in the second half of 2022 
and a strong start to 2023, as investors have been able to differentiate business models. Now, instead of all-in or all-out sentiment 
swings, investors are able to evaluate which companies are winning, which ones are at the most risk and, ultimately, who has the
products and pricing power to execute. 

As the Fed reveals more about the pace of rate hikes throughout the year, we believe it will help sentiment. But cyclical industries will 
remain challenged, as they need a stronger economic backdrop. While this transition occurs, secular growth companies will be able to 
continue to compound revenue and earnings at a much higher rate versus legacy peers and the broader market. As the nominal 
economic growth rate slows, we believe the scarcity of growth premium will begin to kick in, as growth companies tend to have the most 
unique products and services with the ability to grow — even in challenging economic environments.
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Investment products are not insured by the FDIC, NCUA or any federal agency, are not deposits or obligations of, or guaranteed by any 
financial institution, and involve investment risks including possible loss of principal and fluctuation in value. 
Holdings and characteristics are based on a representative account and are subject to change at any time. Individual account performance, holdings, and characteristics may differ from 
information shown. References to specific securities are included as an illustration of the investment management strategy and are not recommendations. Holdings may represent only a 
small percentage of the portfolio. It should not be assumed that any particular security was or will prove to be profitable or that decisions in the future will be profitable or provide similar 
results to the securities discussed.   
The views expressed are as of the date given, may change as market or other conditions change and may differ from views expressed by other Columbia Management Investment 
Advisers, LLC (CMIA) associates or affiliates. Actual investments or investment decisions made by CMIA and its affiliates, whether for its own account or on behalf of clients, may not 
necessarily reflect the views expressed. This information is not intended to provide investment advice and does not take into consideration individual investor circumstances. Investment 
decisions should always be made based on an investor's specific financial needs, objectives, goals, time horizon and risk tolerance. Asset classes described may not be appropriate for all 
investors. Past performance does not guarantee future results, and no forecast should be considered a guarantee either. Since economic and market conditions change frequently, there 
can be no assurance that the trends described here will continue or that any forecasts are accurate. 
Advisory services provided by Columbia Threadneedle Investments North America, an operating division of Columbia Management Investment Advisers, LLC (“CMIA”) that offers 
investment management and related services to institutional clients. 
Columbia Threadneedle Investments (Columbia Threadneedle) is the global brand name of the Columbia and Threadneedle group of companies. 
This material is provided to program sponsors and third-party intermediaries. To the extent any such recipient chooses to further disseminate this material to program participants, CMIA 
and its affiliates assume no responsibility for compliance with any laws and rules associated with such further dissemination. Furthermore, receipt of this material by a program participant 
does not establish a relationship between any such program participant and CMIA or any of its affiliates. 
These managed account programs are only available through investment professionals. Not all strategies may be available on all platforms, and fees and terms may vary. Managed 
account programs may not be appropriate for all investors
Market risk may affect a single issuer, sector of the economy, industry or the market as a whole. Growth securities, at times, may not perform as well as value securities or the stock 
market in general and may be out of favor with investors.  International investing involves certain risks and volatility due to potential political, economic or currency instabilities and 
different financial and accounting standards.. Investments in a limited number of companies or sectors subject the strategy to greater risk of loss. The strategy may invest significantly in 
issuers within a particular sector, which may be negatively affected by market, economic or other conditions, making the strategy more vulnerable to unfavorable developments in the 
sector.

Source: London Stock Exchange Group plc and its group undertakings (collectively, the “LSE Group”). © LSE Group 2023. FTSE Russell is a trading name of certain of the LSE Group 
companies. FTSE Russell® is a trademark of the relevant LSE Group companies and is/are used by any other LSE Group company under license. All rights in the FTSE Russell indexes 
or data vest in the relevant LSE Group company which owns the index or the data. Neither LSE Group nor its licensors accept any liability for any errors or omissions in the indexes or 
data and no party may rely on any indexes or data contained in this communication. No further distribution of data from the LSE Group is permitted without the relevant LSE Group 
company’s express written consent. The LSE Group does not promote, sponsor or endorse the content of this communication.
The Russell 1000 Growth Index is an unmanaged index that measures the performance of those Russell 1000 Index companies with higher price-to-book ratios and higher forecasted 
growth values.  
The Russell 1000 Index tracks the performance of 1,000 of the largest U.S. companies, based on market capitalization.
The Russell 1000 Value Index measures the performance of those Russell 1000 Index companies with lower price-to-book ratios and lower forecasted growth values.  
Indices shown are unmanaged and do not reflect the impact of fees. It is not possible to invest directly in an index 
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Columbia Management Capital Advisers
Reporting Currency: USD
Statement of Performance Results

Calendar 
Year

Pure Gross-of-
fees Return 

(%)

Net-of-fees 
Return

(%)

Index 
Return 

(%)

Composite 
3-Yr

St Dev 
(%)

Index 3-Yr
St Dev 

(%)

Internal 
Dispersion 

(%)

Number of 
Portfolios

Total 
Composite 

Assets 
($ mil.)

Total Firm
Assets 
($ mil.)

2022 -31.18 -33.29 -29.14 24.63 N.A. 0.73 756 264 2,102 
2021 10.20 6.96 27.60 21.12 N.A. 0.48 938 535 2,677 
2020 48.08 43.83 38.49 22.46 N.A. 2.07 905 503 1,640 
2019 37.76 33.78 36.39 17.39 N.A. 1.34 1045 420 1,391 
2018 -3.85 -6.70 -1.51 16.84 N.A. 0.53 1124 346 1,206 
2017 35.71 31.79 30.21 15.29 N.A. 0.77 1117 419 1,320 
2016 -8.28 -11.01 7.08 16.41 N.A. 0.65 1217 422 1,005 
2015 7.71 4.54 5.67 14.43 N.A. 0.54 2424 1,316 3,228 
2014 8.47 5.28 13.05 15.68 N.A. 0.39 2186 1,208 3,522 
2013 44.43 40.28 33.48 N.A. N.A. 0.46 2221 1,296 3,608 
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Period Gross-of-fees 
Return (%)

Net-of-fees 
Return (%) Index Return (%)

1 Year -31.18 -33.29 -29.14
5 Years 8.27 5.08  10.96 
10 Years 12.07 8.78 14.10 
Inception 12.31 9.01 14.20 

Inception Date: 12/31/2011 

Annualized Trailing Performance as of December 31, 2022 
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Columbia Management Capital Advisers
Reporting Currency: USD
1. Columbia Management Capital Advisers claims compliance with the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS®) and has prepared and presented this report in compliance with the GIPS 
standards. Columbia Management Capital Advisers has been independently verified for the periods January 1, 2012 through December 31, 2021. The verification report is available upon request.  A firm that
claims compliance with the GIPS standards must establish policies and procedures for complying with all the applicable requirements of the GIPS standards.  Verification provides assurance on whether the 
firm's policies and procedures related to composite and pooled fund maintenance, as well as the calculation, presentation, and distribution of performance, have been designed in compliance with the GIPS 
standards and have been implemented on a firm-wide basis.  Verification does not provide assurance on the accuracy of any specific performance report.  GIPS® is a registered trademark of CFA Institute.
CFA Institute does not endorse or promote this organization, nor does it warrant the accuracy or quality of the content contained herein.

2. Columbia Management Investment Advisers, LLC, an SEC-registered investment adviser, offers investment products and services to institutional and retail markets. For the purposes of claiming 
compliance with GIPS, Columbia Management Investment Advisers, LLC has defined the Firm as Columbia Management Capital Advisers, an operating division of Columbia Management Investment
Advisers, LLC that offers investment management and related services to clients participating in various types of wrap programs. Beginning March 30, 2015, the Columbia and Threadneedle group of 
companies, which includes multiple separate and distinct firms, began using the global offering brand Columbia Threadneedle Investments.

3. The strategy aims to provide competitive, long-term capital appreciation by investing in larger companies whose growth prospects, in the opinion of the management team, appear to exceed that of the 
overall market. The strategy uses a concentrated portfolio (generally 25 to 35 holdings) diversified across growth industry sectors and uses cross-correlation analysis on holdings to help manage portfolio 
volatility.  Since inception, Separately Managed (WRAP) accounts represent 100% of the composite assets. The benchmark is the Russell 1000® Growth Index. The composite was created January 1, 2012.

4. Pure gross returns presented in the table above are gross of the wrap fee and do not reflect the deduction of any trading costs, fees, or expenses and are supplemental to the net returns.  The wrap fee will 
normally include all charges for trading costs, portfolio management fee, custody, and other administrative fees. Composite net returns are calculated by subtracting 1/12th of the highest applicable wrap fee 
(3.00%) from the monthly pure gross return. Actual fees may vary depending on the individual sponsor's wrap fee. Composite returns reflect the reinvestment of dividends and other earnings.

5. Internal dispersion is calculated using the equal-weighted standard deviation of the annual pure gross returns of those portfolios that were included in the Composite for the entire year.  If the composite 
contains five or fewer accounts for the full year, a measure of dispersion is not statistically representative and is therefore not shown.

6. The three-year annualized standard deviation measures the variability of the pure gross-of-fees composite and benchmark returns over the preceding 36-month period.  It is not required to be presented 
when a full three years of performance is not yet available.

7. Portfolios are valued and composite returns are calculated and stated in U.S. dollars.  Returns are calculated gross of non-reclaimable withholding taxes on dividends, interest, and capital gains.  Policies 
for valuing investments, calculating performance, and preparing GIPS Reports, as well as the list of composite descriptions, list of pooled fund descriptions for limited distribution pooled funds, and the list of
broad distribution pooled funds are available upon request.

8. The following fee schedule represents the maximum wrap fee that a sponsor may charge clients seeking investment management services in the designated strategy: 3.00%. The following statement 
demonstrates, with a hypothetical example, the compound effect fees have on investment return: a 3% annual wrap fee deducted monthly from an account with a 5-year annualized growth rate of 6% will
produce a cumulative pure gross return of 33.8% and the cumulative net of fee result of 15.2%.

9. The benchmark is the Russell 1000 Growth Index that measures the performance of those Russell 1000 Index companies with higher price-to-book ratios and higher forecasted growth values. Index 
returns reflect the reinvestment of dividends and other earnings.
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Columbia Management Capital Advisers
Reporting Currency: USD
10. Past performance is no guarantee of future results and there is the possibility of loss of value.  There can be no assurance that an investment objective will be met or that return expectations will be 
achieved.  Care should be used when comparing these results to those published by other investment advisers, other investment vehicles and unmanaged indices due to possible differences in calculation 
methods.  Registration with the SEC as an investment advisor does not imply a certain level of skill or training.
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